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AN ELEMENTARY PROOF
OF BENEDICKS'S AND CARLESON'S ESTIMATES

OF HARMONIC MEASURE OF LINEAR SETS

MIKHAIL SODIN

(Communicated by Albert Baernstein II)

Abstract. Benedicks and Carleson proved sophisticated estimates of harmonic

measure of linear sets which have found applications in approximation theory

and harmonic analysis. We give an elementary proof of these estimates. This

proof allows us to relax the assumptions and strengthen estimates.

Let Qw(h) be the square in the complex plane with center w and sidelength

« , and let Q(h) = Qo(h). We will denote by C absolute positive constants,
the values of which may vary, and by |is | the linear measure of a set E.

In the paper [Bel] Benedicks proved the estimate of harmonic measures

Lemma 1 (Benedicks). Let £cln Q(r) be a closed set such that

(1) \EnQx(h)\>ôh

for some Ô > 0, « < r, and all x, \x\ < r - h . Then

(2) **0) < %

where co(z) - eu(z, dQir), Q(r) \ E) is the harmonic measure of dQ(r) with
respect to Q(r) \E at the point z.

Benedicks's proof of this estimate is based on a sophisticated iterative scheme

(see [Bel, Lemma 8]). Carleson pointed out another estimate of this sort that

may be proved by Benedicks's method (see [C, §6] or [K, §VIIIA1]).

Lemma 2 (Carleson). Let E c R be such a closed set that (1) is fulfilled with
some « < oo, ô > 0. Then

co(x,En[-h,h],C\E)<^^.

These estimates have found important applications in harmonic analysis [K,

§VHI],
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Our purpose is to give an elementary proof of these estimates that allows us

to relax their assumptions and slightly strengthen their assertions. This proof is

based on a lemma that was proved recently in [LLS] though in essence it goes

back to Schaeffer [S] and Akhiezer and Levin [AL].
Before stating this lemma we introduce some notation. Let E be a closed

set contained in the strip {|3z| < 1/4} , and let ñ(E) be the class of functions

which are subharmonic in C with order at most one and type not exceeding

one:
,-    C11   "(z) / ,
lim sup  .  .   < 1 ,
|z|-.oo       lZl

and are nonpositive on E. By cap(-) we denote logarithmic capacity.

Lemma 3 [LLS]. Suppose that for every x £ R and for some ô > 0

(3) cap(EnQx(l/2))>3.

Then

(4) u(x)<Clog (jj

for every function u £ ñ(E) and every real x.

For the convenience of the reader we recall the proof from [LLS], especially

since the result of [LLS] is more general and contains technical details which
are unnecessary here.

1. Proof of Lemma 3

Let EN = E U {\x\ > N}. We will prove that (4) holds for every function

u £ â(En) and every real x with an absolute constant C (that does not depend

on TV). Then, by the usual Phragmen-Lindelöf Principle, functions from â(En)
must satisfy the estimate

(5) u(z)<\%z\ + Clog(l/ô)

in the whole complex plane, and by a normal family argument we may conclude

that functions from R(E) also satisfy estimate (5) and, therefore, estimate (4).

Thus fix a function u £ Â(EN) and set

Mu = maxu(x) < oo.

Now we choose a point xo £ M such that u(xo) = Mu and consider the square

ßo = ö*o (1/2) • Again by the Phragmen-Lindelöf Principle

u(z)<Mu + \$z\<Mu +1/4,        z£dQ0,

and by the Maximum Principle

Mu = u(xo) < co(x0, dQo, ßo \ E)(M„ + 1/4) ;

thus,

Muco(x0,Q0nE,Qo\E)< 1/4.

So all that remains is to use the standard estimate

o,(0, e.n£,öo\£)>c log-(;aR¿^)

(see, for example, [R, Lemma 1.4.1] or [LLS, Lemma 3]). Lemma 3 is proved.
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Corollary 1 [LLS]. Suppose that for every real x and for some « < oo and

S>0

(6) cap (¿(£0 &(*)))> a.

Then

(7) M(x)<CAlog(l/<î)

for every function u £ Â(E) and every x £R. Here (l/2h)(E n Qx(h)) is the

image of E n Qx(h) under the linear map x' -* x + (x' - x)/2h.

For the proof consider the function u(2hz)/2h and apply Lemma 3.

Remark 1. It was proved in [LLS] that condition (6) in Corollary 1 cannot be

weakened. Namely, for every subset E of the real axis that is not uniformly

dense by capacity, there exists a subharmonic function u £ ñ(E) unbounded on

the real axis.

Remark 2. Baernstein [Ba] and Fryntov [F] proved independently that if in the

assumption of Lemma 3 inequality (3) is replaced by

\EDQX(1/2)\>0

then the best possible value of the right-hand side of (4) is

1 ,     /      nô\^log(cotTJ-

Their proof is based on symmetrization techniques. It seems interesting to find

whether this constant is the best possible in the conditions of Lemma 3.

Our proof of Benedicks's and Carleson's estimates is based on a comparison

of corresponding harmonic measures with subharmonic majorant

vE(z) =   sup  u(z)
ueñ(E)

which is a positive harmonic function in C \ E with zero values on E.

2. Benedicks-type estimate

Lemma 4. Let r > 0 and E c Q(r) nl be a closed set such that

(8) cap^(EnQx(h))^j>ö

for some S > 0, h < r, and for all x, \x\ < r - h. Then

(9) „(O) <^ log Q

where co(z) = co(z, dQ(r), Q(r) \ E).

Proof. We will assume without loss of generality that each point of E is regular

for Dirichlet Problem in C\E.
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By an elegant and elementary lemma of Benedicks ([Bel, Lemma 7] or [K,

p. 436]) we have

(10) co(0) < 2co*(0)

where co*(z) = co(z, dQ(r) n {|3z| = r), Q(r)\E).

Set Er = E U {\x\ > r}, and consider the upper envelope of subharmonic

functions

VE,(z) =     SUP    U(z).
u£A(Er)

This is a positive harmonic function in C \ Er with zero boundary values on

Er. In particular, this function is harmonic in Q(r) \ E. The set Er satisfies

condition (6) (with 2« instead of « ), so

(H) vEr(x)<Chlog(l/ô).

The function vEr(z) has type one and order one, so by the representation of

positive harmonic function in upper and lower halfplanes

\%z\<vEr(z),       zeC.

Then rco*(z) <vEr(z) everywhere on dQ(r), and both of these functions equal

zero on E n Q(r). By the Maximum Principle this inequality holds everywhere

on Q(r). Thus by (10) and (11)

rco(0) < 2rco*(0) < 2v£r(0) < Chlog(l/ô) ,

which proves the lemma.

3. Carleson-type estimate

To prove the Carleson-type estimate of harmonic measure we will need the

following elementary

Lemma 5. Let fa(t) = min(l, |i|~a), 0 < a < 2, and let

02) ft<* + fr>-;£(x-^%'ft

be the Poisson integral of fa . Then

(13) Ha(x + iy)<i

' C\x\-a far a < I,

C|x|_1 log |x|   for a— I,

kC\x\~x for a > 1,

far \x\>e, \y\<\x\/2.
Proof. As usual we split the integral in (12) into parts and estimate each term
separately. Assume, for example, that y > 0. Then

Ha(x + iy)= [     + [ + I + [
J\t\<1     ^l<l'l<kl/2     •'W/2<|i|,  |x-i|>v     J\x-t\<y

= Jx+J2 + Jl + J4.
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We have

j <c [ dt    <Q flxl/2 —

2_     yJl<\t\<\x\/2ta\X-t\2-\x\2Jx J«

(15) f C\x\-a     fora<l,

< { Clog|x|   fora = 1,

C|jt|-2     forl<a<2;

j <c I dt     <Cy f        dt
J\x\<2t, \x-t\>y \t\a\x - A2       \x\" J\x-t\>y \x ~ l\

- \x\" L    fi -  \x\

.  _   f dt        c
Ji< Cy   I r—,-r = r-r-.

J\x-t\<y \x\ay2        \x\a

further,

(16)

and

(17)
t\<y

Inequality (13) follows immediately from (14)—(17).

Lemma 6 (Carleson-type estimate). Let for every x £R and for some ô > 0

cav(EDQx(l/2))>ô.

Then for every x £ R

(18) a>(x,£n[-l>l]>C\£)<C}0^|(;c1//).

Proof. Let co(z) = co(z, E n [-1, 1], C \ E). We will compare |jc|û)(jc) with

vE(x). Let \x\ > e. Consider the square Qx - Qx(\x\/2). Again, as in the
proof of Lemma 4, we have

\x\û)(x)<\x\û)ix,dQx,Qx\E)

< 2\x\coix, dQx n {|3z| = |x|/2}, Qx \ E) < 2vE(x) < log(l/d)

and

W(X)^R,08(})-

Now, following Benedicks (see [Be2] or [K, §VIIIA4]) we apply Lemma 5 to
improve this estimate. Using Lemma 5 with a - 1 we obtain

*>(* + /»< Clog Q) !9jJpl,      \y\<^.

Thus we may compare

/1 \    \x\2
log-1 UJ ¿-j^r a(x + iy)   with vE(x + iy)
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in Qx . We obtain

2 fl\  log_W     C log¿(l/¿)
¿/       |x|2     - |jCp/2 ■

coix) < Clog'l ^ ^<"'""2

Applying Lemma 5 the second time we get

. ,     Clog2(l/r5)
coix + iy) <-7 ,

_        |x|

in Qx , and now we may already compare

log~2(l/<5) |x|2 coix + iy)   with vEix + iy)

in the same square Qx . Thus we obtain (18). Lemma 6 is proved.

Remark 3. Estimate (18) may be rewritten in the form

Ve(x)
(19) a(x)<K(E)

1 + |x|

In this form Carleson's estimate holds for more general sets E. It seems plau-

sible that estimate (19) is true whenever the subharmonic majorant vE of the

class &ÍE) exists. Unfortunately we are able to prove (19) only in the case

when veÍx) has "a good majorant" on the real axis. For example, if

(20) vEix)<Cil + \x\a)

with some positive a < 1 then the proof given above does not need any changes.

(In [LLS] the necessary and sufficient conditions on the set E for (20) were

found.)
In connection with (19) we would like to mention the estimate that easily

follows from [K, §VIIIC2]

coix,En[-\x\/2, \x\/2],C\E) < Cv£(jc)/(1 + |x|)

for all real x. This estimate is true whenever the function vEix) exists.

Remark 4. All arguments may be repeated verbatim for R"+l with the "real

hyperplane" R" instead of the real axis.
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